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See how the state-of-the-art canopy is being used  

by the hospitality world...in pictures

Your at-a-glance  guide to some  of the best outdoor restaurant patio design ideas  around

THE CANTABRIA 
LOOK BOOK
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One canopy, so many different uses…

It’s not uncommon for people to think outdoor canopies are just used 
to create extra wining and dining space.

If only it were true…

Outdoor canopies are versatile outdoor structures that can be used to provide much-needed seating 
and dining space.

And with features, including a retractable roof that can be opened and closed at the touch of a 
button, sliding glass screens and integrated heating and lighting, it’s really easy to see why they’re 
such a popular investment among hospitality managers.

There’s also the fact outdoor canopies can significantly boost revenue too. Restaurant, pub, bar and 
hotel owners who install our Cantabria canopy can create:

  Up to 184 additional covers*

  An additional weekly revenue of more than £7,000**

Space-generating and profit-boosting, what’s not to love? No wonder we’ve installed so many of our 
Cantabria canopies far and wide and the system’s proving to be the answer to most restaurant, pub, 
bar and hotel managers’ and owners’ problems.

Let’s take a look at some current outdoor restaurant patio design ideas…

* Based on Friday and Saturday, 2 sittings per day.

** Based on £40 per cover = £7,360.
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...exclusive Rolex launch

The hotel hosted an incredibly exclusive event under 
their Cantabria - Laings Jewellers’ showcasing of the 
Baselworld 2018 Rolex watch collection.

With its contemporary design, the Cantabria provided the ideal backdrop 
for the prestigious occasion. Meanwhile, the glass sides and retractable roof 
meant that the space was light, bright and airy, perfectly showing off the 
watch collection from all angles.

The Southampton Harbour Hotel & Spa
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Wildside @ Savage Garden rooftop bar

Wildside @ Savage Garden is one of the hotel’s latest features. 

It’s 12-storeys high and features a Cantabria that’s equipped with six retractable roofs that really 
gives it the major wow factor.

The hotel’s really making the most of this unique space and has already used it for all sorts of 
different occasions in addition to everyday entertaining space that offers breath-taking, panoramic 
views over London.

For instance, it was recently used to host mental health talks and transformed into London’s very own 
Narnia winter wonderland!

The DoubleTree Hilton Tower of London
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Wildside @ Savage Garden rooftop bar

The canopy on Wildside has been flawlessly designed to accommodate events 
throughout the year. Come rain or shine, guests can enjoy everything from drinks to 
private events in the space as the retractable canopy – designed and built as bespoke 
for Savage Garden – means that the terrace can be cosy and covered during winter, 
and the perfect suntrap come summer.

Bernadette Gilligan, General Manager

“
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World Cup fan zone

The pub transformed their Cantabria into a sporting 
zone where World Cup fans cheered on Gareth 
Southgate’s England team and watched every 
penalty, strike and goal together.

With the Cantabria in place, footie fans had their own dedicated area where 
they could watch the action in the sun or the shade – the main thing was, 
the weather didn’t spoil their enjoyment.

The Greyhound Pub, Derby



What our Cantabria customers have to say about 
their outdoor canopy investment…
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The Cantabria means our customers stay longer, as we can alter the configuration 
according to the conditions. We often close a couple of the wall panels to provide 
protection from the wind whilst opening the roof panels to varying extents to allow 
sunshine in some areas and shade in others.

Interestingly, the Cantabria has become a venue in its own right. Local people are using 
the canopy and we have hosted a few parties. We have groups lunching there and are 
serving more food than in the hotel restaurant.

People admire the quality of the structure and it is great for staff to be able to react to 
ensure customer comfort by opening or closing the canopy and controlling the heaters 
at the press of a button.

The Garrack Hotel & Restaurant, St Ives Bay, Cornwall

“
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What our Cantabria customers have to say about 
their outdoor canopy investment…

In addition to providing wind, rain and sun protection for our terraced area, the 
beautiful Cantabria canopy enables us to offer disabled access to the restaurant. And 
not only do we get full use of our terrace area no matter the weather, we can also leave 
the patio doors open to let fresh air into the restaurant.

We decided to install a Cantabria canopy because of its very attractive design and 
unbelievable flexibility; the restaurant is always busy through summer and it’s created a 
lot of interest and lots of positive comments.

Alec’s Bar & Restaurant, Essex

“



What could you use one of our Cantabrias for?
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Party space, events space, corporate space, even 
magical winter wonderland space – you name it, 
The Cantabria can be used for it.

Plus, the examples we’ve shared with you show that while the Cantabria 
is being used differently from one place to the next, it can be used by just 
one venue for all sorts of different occasions too.

Contact us today for more outdoor restaurant patio design ideas, to 
arrange a free site survey or to find out more about how the Cantabria 
can boost your business. You can reach us on 01254 777 002  
or info@canopiesuk.co.uk
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ABOUT CANOPIES UK
Canopies UK is the country’s leading designer, manufacturer and installer of high quality canopies.

Established for more than 25 years, the company employs over 50 staff at its Lancashire headquarters, which 
incorporates offices, production space and warehousing.

Serving a multitude of sectors, including hospitality, education, healthcare and construction, Canopies UK 
delivers excellence through site specific specification and unrivalled product quality.


